Greek Week Begins Tonight; Mancini Concert To Climax Activities

Henry Mancini, musical composer and orchestra leader, will be the climax of Greek Week with a performance Saturday night in the Fieldhouse. Don Nickerson as vice-president of North Dakota State University has created position of vice president at NDSU which was recently authorized by the board of higher education for the University in 1932, a Master of Science. Paul Gallagher, Fargo, president of the alumni association of North Dakota State University, has selected Dr. James F. Nickerson as vice-president of the alumni association. Nickerson earned a bachelor's degree at the University of North Dakota, a Ph.D. degree.

For the past six months, he has been on leave from Montana State University, working as a salesman for American Telephone.

Mancini is the noted composer of "Moon River," "Peter Gunn" and musical scores from "Breakfast at Tiffany's" and "The Days of Wine and Roses.
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Undergraduates Help With Orientation

Student orientation is being helped out by North Dakota State University undergraduates. The student orientation committee, headed by Lee Grim, AAS-st, representing Blue Key, and Lee Von Hoffman, H.E.-er, of Mortar Board, plans to develop a strong “help” program for incoming freshmen and transfer students this fall.

The newly-initiated program calls for NDRU undergraduates to counsel new students after the formal university orientation program. The committee invites any student interested in working on this committee. Anyone interested is urged to provide the new students an opportunity to become adjusted to university life that much faster.” Grim said. “And who can provide a better imprint and enthusiasm to this problem than the students themselves.” He added. The program will stress scholarship, service, character development and leadership opportunities.

A workshop for all interested people will be held on May 18. Students may sign up at the library check-out desk, dormitory reception centers or fraternity and sorority houses, May 4-8.

Students participating in this learning and teaching experience will perform several duties. Miss Hoffmann said that seven or eight freshmen will be assigned to each counselor before fall orientation.

CAMPUS NOTICES

For 1964 Commencement Examinations the following examinations for the 1964 commencement will be available in the admissions and records office May 11, and thereafter: Counseling for graduation are urged to begin as early as possible after May 11.

The college announced that a new lawnmower has not been able to approach uncomfortably close to zero.” All of this meant “Don’t climb the pole.”

CAMPUS

The American Society of Agricultural Engineers students are planning an exhibit of some engineering aspects of well conserving.

There will be a meeting of the Economics Club in room 418 of the Administration Building. Miss Batiste gets an Oxford education

by ARROW

Comfortable batiste fabric in the college man’s favorite oxford weave is sure to be one of the most popular shirts this season on or off the campus. Traditional ivy styling in the handsome Sussex button-down collar…traditional ARROW tailoring for perfect fit and “Sanforized” labeled to ensure lasting comfort. Crisp, cool after washing. $2500.
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OLDTIMER’S CORNER

By Dutch Holland

1959 - 5 years ago:

The picnic season has arrived. The Vet’s club scheduled its picnic for Lindwood Park as did the Baptist Student Union. The Baptist Student Union sponsored making war with Russia.”

The Vet’s Club scheduled its picnic for Lindwood Park as did the Baptist Student Union. The Baptist Student Union sponsored the picnic for Hillsboro for their picnic. Has anyone heard where the Greek Weekly picnic is for this year?

1949 - 15 years ago:

“Dr. Fred Hultz, long convinced that the only real basketball is the job as in previous years.”
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Dr. Smith Addresses Academy of Science

The North Dakota Academy of Science held its 56th annual meeting last Friday and Saturday at the North Dakota State University campus.

Dean Smith's talk, among other things, included a welcoming address by Dr. William S. Smith, graduate school director, and scientific matters in competition for cash prizes of $50, $25 and $15. About 35 people took part in the reading of 15-minute research reports.

The annual Academy Banquet, attended by members and guests, was organized by the Red River Valley Section of the American Chemical Society and NDSS Sigma Xi chapter, was held in the Memorial Union Ballroom.

Featured speaker was Professor Ted Banks, executive director of the American Institute for Exploration, Palo Alto, Calif.

Lady members of the academy and wives of members attended an informal tea at the home of President H. R. Albrecht.

The annual academy business meeting was held Friday. Dr. Fred Sands, chemistry professor and academy president, presided.

Moholy-Nagy Art Exhibition Now Displayed In Library

An exhibit of works by the late Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Hungarian-born artist and teacher, will be on display in the North Dakota State University Library May 1-22.

The exhibit is being circulated by the Museum of Modern Art of New York City.

Nagy's widow organized the exhibition which includes painting, sculpture, engravings, collages, watercolors, drawings, prints, photographs and stage designs.

Nagy was both writer and art educator, besides being a versatile artist. He was an innovator in photography, stage design, typography and the applied arts as well as in painting and sculpture.

The artist spent five years with the Weimar Bauhaus in Germany, moving to Berlin in 1928 where he did extensive work in designing sets for operas.

In 1934 he moved to Amsterdam to work with a commercial printing firm in color film and photography.

Nagy came to the United States in 1937 and directed the Chicago School of Design until his death in 1946.

Once you wear the gold bars of a second lieutenant in the United States Air Force, what's in store for you? You'll have every opportunity to prove your ability and a good education. Now's the time to get into the Air Force Officer Training School—a three-month course that's open to both men and women college graduates. To apply, you must be within 210 days of graduation.

From Sharrer to Greek Week

The only way a person can regain his failing sanity with all the activity probably is to carry a hop flask of Grandpa even that he'd be hit for an open bottle — yes, seems like the student's attitude is doomed to an existence full of alcohol and chronic tired blood . . .

Greek Week

Greek Week traditionally has included such events as the HFC Ball, Spring Sing, crowning of Greek God and Goddess, naming of outstanding Greek pledges and the rather lively picnic. This year some new ideas will be used.

Signs 'n' Holidays held during the picnic should prove interesting . . . among the activities is an egg-tossing contest and a "surprise" event—something supposedly quite harmless . . . don't miss it!

Union Cashier

Many students will feel a personal loss when Mrs. Swenson, the Memorial Union cashier, ends her nine years of Union service. She accepted the position of housemother for the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and moved here last weekend. She will attend the SAE fraternity's auxiliary . . . the Little Sisters of Minerva.

Kären Laberg, reigning sweetheart of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Kay Grieve and Gloria Huber were initiated last weekend into the SAE fraternity's auxillary . . . the Little Sisters of Minerva.

Ap. Econ. Picnic

The Agricultural Economics Club will hold its traditional picnic at Lindenwood Park May 14 at 5:30 p.m. Anyone wishing to attend may contact any officer or member of the organization for tickets. All students are invited.

New Pledges

Phi Mu sorority and the ATO fraternity have announced additions to their ranks. Pledged to Phi Mu are: Clare Morrison, Jane Clark, Marcia Beyer, Wanda Martin and Marlene Kreutz.

New ATO pledges are: Dan Osberg, Gary Bergstrom, Mark Weed, Billy Sturdevant, Richard Sebree, Robert Sebree, Philip Hense, Paul Simson and Tom Cook.

Engagements and Marriages

Four engagements and a marriage have recently occurred.

Engaged are Beverly Martin and Edward Olson. En- gaged are Beverly Martin and Edward Olson.

Four engagements and a marriage have recently occurred.

Engaged are Beverly Martin and Edward Olson.

Engaged are Beverly Martin and Edward Olson.

Martin Flaget, Phi Mu, and Roger Gissell took the final step and exchanged wedding vows.

INVEST IN A QUALITY DIAMOND

We have $500-$1200.00 positions begging for top quality teachers. If you qualify write us today for FREE EN Rollment blank. No fee unless we place you.

TEACHERS SERVICE BUREAU
Mankato, Minnesota

SUNDAY SMORGASBORD

90¢

and 30 other delicious, mouth watering foods. A treat for the finest palate.

COMSTOCK HOTEL

Moorhead Phone CE 3-1311

Free Parking

TO THE MUSIC OF GLEN HUDSON

MAY 8

9:30 — 1:30 P.M.

HERB JOHNSON'S BARN

2 Miles North of Arthur, N. D.

Dance

Dance
Spectrum Eastern Colleges Require Session.

groups of fifty for one of seven two-day orientation periods in July, Aug., and Sept. The program will include the usual activities of rush of a Fall pre-registration.

will be the opportunity to schedule longer periods for faculty and that one parent will accompany each student. The new summer program will replace New Student Week, previously held the three years. Between NDSU students and administration. A lot of trouble and approved the proposals.

the chance to feed new pledges from these residence halls up to the number housed in the hold-over area in Churchill Hall.

One might say NDSU is rather sheltered. E.J.S.

The Spectrum

The Spectrum is published every Wednesday during the school year at North Dakota State University, State Board of Publications, State University Station, Fargo, N.D.

Subscriptions $1.50 per term.

Second class postage is paid at Fargo, North Dakota.

The Spectrum's Editor is Richard L. Post, Professor of Zoology. Assistant Editor is Joseph Stone. The Spectrum is the official publication of the student body or administration of NDSU.

The Spectrum

The Spectrum

Desirable Trend Set By President, Greeks

The President and the Greeks have made their compromise.

week Dr. H. R. Albrecht met with a delegation of fraternity men to discuss their proposal for making a transition from the current situation to pledging men under feeding and housing contracts. The committee, headed by Colonel Clapp, professor of military science, made a proposal to allow fraternities to move 22 pledges into their residence halls. The newspaper in a column said that the administration exercised its option to accept the students. The columnist stated: "It is the failure of the college to carry on a continuing battle in the face of debatable failure to listen with calmness rather than outrage to the young defenders of sexual activity of students. This evidence halls. The newspaper in a column said that the administration exceeded the number of coeds and social activities.

Recent negotiations show cooperation that should exist between NDSU students and administration. A lot of trouble and hurting the morale of the Administration and public relations of the University and the fraternities have solved conflicting problems.

The President approved the proposals.

Prof. Richard L. Post, curator of the NDSU insect collection, is described by Dr. en are being asked to consider more questions and examples are:

The insect collection of the late Emil Krauth of Hebron has been donated to North Dakota State University.

Krauth collected the insects over many years in the North Dakota Badlands and traded and purchased specimens to build up the collection. It is described by Dr. Post as "an outstanding collection of showy and unusual moths, butterflies and beetles from all over the world.

Part of the collection will be on display in the NDSU library during the fall semester. The total collection consists of four drawers of moths and butterflies.

Post, while working with a biological supply house, had correspondence with Krauth for several years. Krauth wrote to Post about his special specimens to Krauth for Cecropia Moth, Chrysalis. Krauth was able to route a position at Oregon State College in 1909, Dr. Post spent a day with Mr. Krauth. After coming to NDSU in 1946, Dr. Post learned of Krauth's death and took over care of the collection, checking it and furnishing it against museum pests.

With the addition of the Krauth collection with the NDSU insect collection now includes some 62,384 moths, adults, and protected insects, 2,659 slides and 265 display mounts, with a total value of more than $15,000.

University Of Kansas Asks Women's Consent To Mores

(L.P.)—University of Kansas wome n are more in favor of changing moral rights and wrongs by the Rules of Women Committee of the University of Kansas. The committee is administering a survey consisting of 64 hypo- thetical situations which ask for moral answers of morally and ethically correct behavior and the people of Kansas generally understand and agree.

The survey, according to Patti R. Post, is designed to find out if there is a difference between the woman's role and the man's role in society. Women are asked to answer the questions about how they would act or wrong to them personally and not to society as a whole. The answer sheets are anonymous except for the college, sex, and major of the person giving the survey.

The general categories of questions are:

Authority—Feeling resentment about being called before your living group's board of standards.

Religion—Changing religious beliefs because of what is presented to you in college classes.

Drinking—Drink to feel good.
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Antarctic Expert Talks On Campus

North Dakota State University hosted its fourth annual Visiting Geoscientist on May 4. It is Dr. Campbell Graddock, an associate professor of geology at the University of Minnesota.

Graddock’s visit was sponsored by the NDGSU geology department. An expert on the geology of Antarctica, Graddock gave a public lecture on the subject of “Antarctic - A Geologic Frontier,” on Monday.

Tuesday morning he talked on current science programs in Antarctica at a seminar. During his two-day visit, Dr. Graddock met informally with students and faculty members.

Dr. Graddock has been on the University of Minnesota staff since 1956. A native of Chicago and graduate of DePauw University, he holds master’s and Ph.D. degrees from Columbia University.

He was a geologist with the airborne traverse of Antarctic in 1959-60 and was with the Bellingshausen Sea Expedition to Antarctica in 1960; and was leader of the Eight Coast Expedition there in 1960-61.

Graddock has also had extensive experience with geologic survey work in the United States. At Minnesota, he teaches physical geology, structural geology and a summer course in field geology.

He holds numerous memberships in learned and honorary societies, including Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, the Geological Society of America and American Association for the Advancement of Science.

KDSU Radio Schedule

GENERAL SCHEDULE
4:00 sign on
4:15 folk music
4:30 news/weather
4:40 guard session
5:00 BIG BANDS PRESENT
7:00 MUSICAL GENERAL
7:30 BROADWAY-MUSICAL SHOW
8:00 CLASSICS HOUR
9:00 JAZZ SCENE

10:30 news/weather
11:00 YOUR NAVY PRESENTS OR ARMY SPOTLIGHTS
11:30 POP MUSIC OR COLLEGE MUSIC
12:30 NO CHATTER, ALL PLATTER
12:35 sign off

FLOWERS FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS
Fredericks Flowers & Gifts
14 Roberts St.
Flower Tote AD 27 one 27

natural way to make an impression!

WANTEd
HAIR RAISING EXPERIENCES
See Us Immediately
(If Not Sooner!)
5-7-3-27 Weekdays
Closed Saturdays
"Stop in and see us sometime"

UNION BARBER SHOP

RIDE A KONEN CAB
An Easy Way to Remember The Good Service Number
AD 57-3-57

THE SPECTRUM Page 5

How I learned to stop worrying and love parties

Worrying about the high cost of living on campus? Looking for a way to earn extra money? Here's an idea. How 'bout becoming a part-time Tupperware dealer? These wonderful plastic food containers are demonstrated and sold only at home parties. Well, if you do the selling in your spare time you could earn $50 a week or more. And have lots of fun in the bargain! Interested? Ask your campus Financial Aid Director about it and call your local Tupperware distributor, listed in the Yellow Pages under Plastics or Housewares. Or send in this coupon...

Home Of The Famous "GRINDER"
Open Every Day
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.
308 North University Dr.

How I learned to stop worrying and love parties

5:00 FOLK MUSIC IS COLLEGE MUSIC
5:15 THE SPECTRUM PAGE 6
6:00 BIG BANDS PRESENT
7:00 MUSICAL GENERAL
7:30 BROADWAY-MUSICAL SHOW
8:00 CLASSICS HOUR
9:00 JAZZ SCENE

MONOGRAMMED SWEATSHIRTS
(with your design and/or lettering)
FARGO RUBBER STAMP
318 - 1st Ave. N.

WANTEd
HAIR RAISING EXPERIENCES
See Us Immediately
(If Not Sooner!)
5-7-3-27 Weekdays
Closed Saturdays
"Stop in and see us sometime"
Favored Bison Lose to UND

UND won the 10th annual Bison Invitational Golf Tournament beating favored North Dakota State by 11 strokes.

UND had a five-man total of 371, while the Bison had 382.

Four players, Dick Anderson and Nelson of UND, Bob Cream of NDSU and Jim Kohout of Manitoba, had 79's.

Cream won medal honors in a sudden-death playoff.

Manitoba defeated Carolia in the championship singles.

UND had one point each.

Aberdeen Northern and Valpo and Bemidji State had two points each.

Nystrom was pleased by the team's performance. "I just hope the boys can keep up the good work throughout the rest of the season," said Nystrom.

Bison Lose Two

Bison baseball team dropped a double header to Gustana at Dakota Field Saturday. The double loss dimmed the Bison's championship hopes in the North Central Conference.

In the first game, NDSU managed only two hits off Viking pitching and lost 5-1. Veenhoff got the loss for NDSU.

The second game the Bison scored first on a single by Jerry H Hicks, two stolen bases, and a sacrifice fly.

The Vikings scored four runs in the second inning on three singles, two walks, two Bison errors and a hit batter. VerlynJohn got the loss for NDSU.

Tracksters Win Meet

The college division championship was won by North Dakota State University in the Bison-Jaycee track and field meet at Dakota Field Saturday. UND came in second and St. Cloud was third.

Bruce Ailsaft, NDSU junior, was named the meet's outstanding athlete and was awarded a plaque in recognition of his accomplishment.
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Linderman and Neuman Picked as Best of Week

John Neuman and Lowell Linderman were named by the coaches as the outstanding players during the last week of spring drills. Neuman, a 6’185 pound guard, was named as the lineman of the week. As a freshman, Neuman was outstanding as a linebacker and also made the dean’s list. He was highly sought after by other colleges as an outstanding prospect. Coach Erhardt said of Neuman, “He is a defensive standout. He’s an intelligent boy with a real gift for football.” Coach Nystrom commented about Neuman, “He has come along fast offensively. He does real well at his job and he’s a pretty good pulling guard.”

Linderman is a freshman from New Rockford, was named as the back of the week. Linderman is an all-around outstanding player, performer in addition to his talents as a football player. He now holds the Bison football record for pole vaulting with 11’8 2/3.” At the Mandan clinic, Linderman caught four passes for 79 yards. Coach Muir said of Linderman, “He’s one of our best pass receivers and has great potential for defense.” Coach Johnson said.

McKee Sets Lineup

Head Baseball Coach Vern McPhee has tentatively set the lineup for Friday against non-conference foe Beemidji.

Gary Pender gets the starting assignment on the mound; Pierre Ducharme is the other half of the starting battery. Dave Lee is at first, Dave Perry at second, Al Breuer at short, and Jerry Hicks at third. With 1-3 in the outfield, both Hentges in center, Ellingsrud and left in left and Rivinius in right.

The Bison diamond-minded men have an 8-2 won-lost record. They are 3-0 in the North Central Conference. Next conference opponent is against UND on May 12.

SCI and USD Hold Best Marks

A pair of old cinder rivals, State College of Iowa and the University of South Dakota, dominate the best track marks turned in this season by North Central Conference.

These two are expected to be in contention in six events and share the lead in another. The Coyotes claim the two major events and South Dakota State have leading claims in one event each. In the top in another, Augustana shares the limelight in one event, USD’s Dan McCarty, does not have the best mark in those specialties. He is second in the 220 and 440 and in the record is 1:54.3. SCI’s Hank Sattari, twin champion in the javelin, has hurled the spear 184-10, Frank Popp of USD is next at 186-7.

Defending titlist Laverne Hines of USD has tossed the platter 216-4, with teammate Erickson next at 195 feet. SCI vaulter George McKee and SCI thrower Mark Leaver each cleared 15 feet.

Augustana’s Joe Josephson, who set the existing mark of 6-6 3/4 in New York this season, has cleared 6-6 this spring, a mark equalled by Suntken of SCI. John Bedley of SCI has done 22’ 10” in the broad jump, with teammate Regley next at 22’6”.
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Leavens Levels

by Lynn Leavens

Spring football is officially over and at least 60 men are happy to see it completed. The first of its kind and, we hope the last intersquad game of its kind, was played at Fargo.

It has been stated in another place that having an intersquad game is a desirable position to be in. Well it may be, but not the kind or caliber that was demonstrated on Friday.

The coaching staff felt it was necessary to run the first and second team against the "vinky dinks." We’re not trying to knock the rest of the football team; they are just lacking that vital intangible ingredient called experience. They are going to be stars in the future, but right now their position is to add depth to a strong team.

The coaching staff wanted to see how the offensive and the defensive platoons looked under fire. The game may have been satisfactory to the coaches but it was highly unsatisfactory from the standpoint of the fans. Some fans left before half-time. Other fans expressed a repeat of the Mandan game, but all they saw were the whites marching up and down the field.

However, from the stands the whites did dominate. Mike Cichy, center, did his job with no excess amount of energy. Guards Ardell Weigandt, John Neuman, Dick Soland and Gary Benson showed good speed, great mobility and an eagerness to hit. The defense tackled well. Coach Johnson said, "It’s good news, but Rick Clement seemed to get their jobs done.

On the other hand, the offensive tackled did not impress. Captain Tom Holmgren did not play up to his capabilities, while Jerry Linder, one of the most talented toes on the team, was held in check. His least games, but he ran well and was hard to bring down. With the added wings, Rich Mische did all that was expected and more.

Vance Conner looked good but was it his running ability or the fine blocking that he received? Ted Jacobs showed a good burst of speed but seemed slow turning the corner.

Frank Hentges, last year’s offensive leader, was sporadic.

Pierre Ducharme started another phase of his athletic career at NDSU with his talented toe.

The whites had all the power, although a few of the greens looked good. Gary Shovers, Stan Neto, Ron Eveson, Carl Bergman and Ron Peterson impressedSB.

Travis - SU won the Bison Invitational for the fourth year in a row. The competition was not too strong.

Golf - UND turned the tables and beating favored Bison on the Edgebrook course at Fargo.

The SCI hopes seem to have gone out the window for the Bison. The cowmen, fresh from a second-place finish at the Edneyville tourney, seem to have gone out the window for the Bison.

The coach’s thought was turned to the backfield, the defensive alignment showed a good turn of speed, but it does not look as though all of last year’s problems have been corrected.

At times the offensive backfield looked real good. Billy Sturdevant didn’t have one of his better games, but he ran well and was hard to bring down. With the added wings, Rich Mische did all that was expected and more. Vance Conner looked good but was it his running ability or the fine blocking that he received? Ted Jacobs showed a good burst of speed but seemed slow turning the corner.
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Greeks, President Reach Agreement

In answer to questions raised by fraternity members concerning University room and board contracts for the coming year, Dr. H. H. Albrecht, president of the University, has issued the following policy statement following a meeting with Colonel E. G. Clapp, Jr., chairman of the association of fraternity advisors; Miss Ethyl Turing, university business manager; Norm Seim, university housing director; Tom Goodale, advisor to Interfraternity council; Dr. Daniel B. Leonard, dean of students; and Joseph Schneider, president of the Interfraternity Council.

The President stated that the following arrangements with the fraternities have been established for the 1964-65 academic year.

“A maximum of 22 students will be released from their rooms or room and board agreements following the University for the purpose of living in fraternity houses. The fraternities, in turn, will make 22 spaces for non-fraternity members in their chapter houses available to the University for not more than 30 days commencing Sept. 7.

"Regarding those students who will be released from their board agreement, the following conditions apply. When the University residence halls are filled in the fall, students on the waiting list for room or room and board accommodations will be assigned temporary quarters. The number of pledges released from board contracts will not exceed the number of students housed in the University residence halls vacated by the student pledging. The director of housing and the assistant dean of students for fraternity affairs will act as coordinating agents in effecting these changes as outlined above.

"Conditions under which these releases will be granted: The fraternities agreed to confine the number to be released from contracts to the absolute minimum consistent with meeting their financial obligations. No freshman will be released from his housing contract to live in a fraternity house where active members are living in apartments. This does not apply where these active members are living at home. Pledges who have signed University residence hall agreements and food service agreements must secure written permission from their parents before being released from their obligations."

"There will be open rushing and pledging in the fall of 1964. These freshmen pledged who are in excess of the predetermined number to be released from contracts will be required to abide by their obligations to the University."

"In the event that some freshmen who have been released from their contracts withdraw from the University or a fraternity, these losses will be replaced by the release of pledges from housing or board contracts if there is a waiting list of students for the residence halls. When a freshmen pledge leaves the fraternity but not the University, he will return to the University residence halls and assume the obligations of his original agreement."